
HAILEY TOWER PILOT BRIEFING

IFR REQUESTS:

Hailey is in a non-radar environment and IFR departure delays are frequent during peak traffic hours. Salt 
Lake Center loses radar coverage below 14,000 feet.

Depending on weather conditions, departing VFR with a departure squawk and picking up the IFR 
clearance when radar identified is the fastest departure procedure. IFR clearances with VFR climbs also 
avoid departure delays. However, if your company regulations will not allow either of the above, ATC 
will work out an IFR departure.

PREFERRED TAXI ROUTES/PROCEDURES:

Due to congestion and a one way taxiway, aircraft parked at the FBO may anticipate holding in the ramp 
area. Ground Control may also issue instructions to enter the designated passing lane area for traffic. 
Please advise ground control on initial call up with ATIS code and if you are requesting to depart VFR 
with beacon code or a VFR climb to avoid departure delays.

HAILEY HOT SPOT (see airport diagram)
FRIEDMAN MEMORIAL (SUN):  HS 1, 2, 3 Possible confusion between ramp and Taxiway B due 
to large paved area. ATC clearance is needed to enter movement area.

COMMON ARRIVAL/DEPARTURE PROCEDURES:

ARRIVALS
Runway 31, inbounds from the south/southwest expect straight in to Runway 31 and maintain the east 
side of the valley. If inbound from any other direction, expect left traffic for Runway 31. If able, make 
initial contact with the tower at least 20 NM from the airport. Hailey does not have radar; therefore 
advise position/altitude and ATIS code on initial contact. On landing roll out, listen for tower instructions 
for exiting the runway and expect to taxi south on the Taxiway Bravo.

Due to the high volume of traffic during this event,  landing sequence will be assigned by center.  
Cancelling IFR will not change the landing sequence. 

DEPARTURES:

Departing Runway 13, when feasible, make a right 15 degree turn and then proceed out on the west side 
of the valley. Avoid flight over the town of Bellevue (3 miles south of airport).

The Control Tower and the Valley residents welcome you to Sun Valley and appreciate your cooperation 
with our Noise Abatement Procedures.



Hailey Tower 125.6 Salt Lake Center 118.05
Hailey Ground 121.7 Atlantic (FBO) 122.95
ATIS/AWOS 128.225 or 788-2108 Prescott AFSS 122.4


